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Point for the Mongolia Doing Business
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Investors Need Predictability and Efficiency
• Perspectives of equity and debt finance providers when
deciding on an investment destination:
 Insolvency law and regulations are indispensable part of the legal foundations
for a matured business environment
 Not all equity investments may be successful. In case of financial distress, will
conciliation, or dissolution, or reorganization or liquidation be efficiently and
fairly completed?
 Will there be macro-economic stability? Poor insolvency regime can lead to
high debt overhang in times of financial sector pressure. Debt overhang implies
instability, meaning uncertainties for both equity and debt providers
 NPL management & debt collection is an inherent part of credit process. Poor
insolvency regime leads to low credit market efficiency, inadequate access to
finance by businesses, and high borrowing cost
 For debt financiers, will they be able to exit timely if a borrower is in financial
distress? What will be the recovery rate?
 Good insolvency regime promotes entrepreneurship
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Investors Need Predictability and Efficiency
• Key features of a good NPL management & insolvency
regime:
 Recognizing the likelihood of business failures, and balancing the need for
creditor protection with the social benefits of “re-birth”
 Providing multiple options, particularly possibilities for reorganization,
conveniently accessible
 Maximum availability of out of court resolution mechanisms
 Propensity for saving still-viable businesses
 Efficient process for concluding agreements among the creditors and with
the debtor
 Existence of competent insolvency professionals, work-out agencies, and
debt collection companies
 A market for the trading of distressed assets
 Active financial regulators preventing the emergence of undue new NPLs
and encouraging the fast resolution of NPL stocks
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Insolvency Reforms Required in Mongolia
• “Resolving Insolvency” has the lowest ranking among
the 10 dimensions covered under the 2019 Doing
Business Mongolia
• Mongolia has one of the lowest recovery rates and
one of the longest resolution time in the world: 16.9%,
and 4 years
• The current Strength of Insolvency Framework has a
score of 6.5 out of total 16 points:





Commencement of Proceedings Index: 2.0 out of 3
Management of Debtor’s Assets Index: 4.0 out of 6
Reorganization Proceedings Index: 0.5 out of 3
Creditor Participation Index: 0.0 out of 4

What Could Be Done in the Medium Term?
• To approve the Insolvency Law as soon as possible
• To grow up an insolvency professionals industry, and
develop out-of-court mechanisms
• To develop a market for restructuring/debt
collections/trading of distressed assets
• To encourage financial regulators to be more active in
pushing for financial infrastructure development, raising
governance and underwriting/loan management
standards in the lending industry, facilitating the existing
NPL resolution (e.g., promoting voluntary agreements,
allowing for the financing of the restructuring enterprises)

Thank You !
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